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CAP_PINTEREST 

 

ABOUT US 

Hope you find our page interesting. We are trying our best to provide you 

extremely best services with no complaints. 

But yes somewhere we got late to post the art works and photography works 

just because of the Contests or Promotions which are made on the post. 

Extremely sorry for that. 

We always cares about you, so don’t hassitate, share with us, if you are facing 

any problem. 

 

 

RECENT UPDATES  

1. We are now Facebook now (FB: CAPPINTEREST). You also can ask us to add 

in whatsapp group. 

2. We also started with shayari sharing and also you can come and confess 

anything. In confession we will not disclose the name and will tag that person 

to whom you want to convey the message. 

3. We are also conducting contests, as contests had also started on the page. 

4. Digital Certificates use: Will be given Priority. They can ask us for story 

shoutout at any time. We are happily going to give. 

 

 

Winners 

1. For Cap_Pinterest: -We had started contests too, where we share the 

pictures related to photography, art, creativity. 
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As you all know about the June theme i.e. Couple Theme of Art Work 

and Photography. Many guys had participated and many ignored. I think 

you all should participate. 

So, in the June theme we found Winners: 

 

 

 

2. For Stageforartists: - Winner for the Lettering Contest is ART_PREK20. 

Congrates!! You really Performed Well.  

We are also providing you a Digital Certificate. 

Also, well done Runner-up. You guys also performed very well. 

 

Ig:Priyankasuna2000: 

She is amazing artist, 

she really performed 

very well in the 

contest.We had even 

rewarded them with 

the certificate and also 

give blessings, so that 

she could fulfil all her 

dreams. 

Ig:Mk_creations_offici

al: He is amazing 

photographer, he knows 

how to click a good decent 

photo. He really 

performed well in the 

contest. We had even 

rewarded them with the 

certificate and also give 

blessings, so that she 

could fulfil all her dreams. 
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Next Contest- July Theme 

 

Examples of theme are also given in the 

highlighted story. 

 

CAP_MOTIVATION 

STARTED SHAYARIS, QUOTES, LINES, CONFESSIONS POSTING, SO YOU GUYS 

CAN ALSO PARTICIPATE BY MESSAGING US. 

 

Ig:Art_Prek20: I had 

seen this page and had 

found really interesting 

Mandalas and lettering 

(calligraphy) art works. 

Hope you get success 

in your life. Go ahead!! 

Fulfil your dreams!! 


